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• I received a new quote as we from Charter for Phones and Internet and
have included them with the package. They are going to install on April 18,
or whenever our tech person might be available. Since there are no early
termination fees, no contract, same phone numbers and a savings of over
$50.00 a month, I felt we could not go wrong with starting ASAP. The Press
Release for April then is the Library now has 100meg Broadband High
Speed Internet.
• I am still pursuing E-Rate but doing so, just to get everything up to date if
we decide to pursue CENIC in the future. I have updated the FCC Number
and am getting a new or updated not sure at this time, USAC login the FCC
was very helpful with all of this.
• The Movie this month was “Singing in the Rain” brought in eleven patrons
and so it looks to be slowly catching on. We plan to show the New Star
Wars Movie next month, so we can perhaps catch a few more people.
• As most of you probably know I have been horribly sick the last few
months, it has come to my attention thru my Doctor that perhaps my office
still has a toxic black mold issue or at the least my immune system has been
tragically affected. I have called Golden State once to see if Joe could come
and check out what I think is an exhaust in my office, but he hasn’t gotten
back to me. I would really like the air quality check in my office for peace of
mind if nothing else.
• I applied for the State LSTA Grant this year in hopes of getting our
digitization project funded. I have to pitch my idea on the phone on
Monday. I am more than excited, but unfortunately I have no other funding
to offer and I will need to provide some In Kind monies to get this Grant. I
was going to pitch it to you as a board today since this will be some of next
year’s money and on that budget. I don’t believe with LSTA it has to be a
great amount. I am hoping as well that I can get some funding from the
Foundation if they meet before the Grant Writing is over.

